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therein ; and to the third part of said volume concerning Magic, 

Thaumaturgy, and the rationale of modern Clairvoyance.



SUPPLEMENT TO "NEW MOLA”

E rn est  A ugustus, V iscompte .\xd  L ord of U l m a : —
S i r ,  — Thanks arc your due from all mankind for the noble man

ner in which you came forward and enabled “ Eulis,” t h e  book, lo 
see the light, which it would not have done so soon but for your very 
prompt and unsolicited financial aid. Few men have travelled or 
seen so much of the world as you and I ; but alas I how few real 
gentlemen one finds! I proved you to be such in every sense of the 
word, and am glad to rank you with the very few whom of late 
years it “has been my fortune to meet; hence, it affords me great 
pleasure to pWTif type, for the great world’s use, the thoughts you 
evoked from me during our very pleasant sojourn together not long 
since.

A s you, sir, and I, conversed upon the subjedt of human immor
tality, after I had printed in the book called “ Eulis ” the startling 
new theory thereon, and had challenged the world’s best thinkers to 
provide a better one or overthrow the one announced; after I had 
solved tire Darwinian theory, and for the first time in the history' of 
letters fairly answered the questions, “ Why is man immortal? and 
if so, arc all m cnj” and as we canvassed ancient, medieval, modern 
and current theories and hypotheses concerning the locale, nature, 
powers and modes of suprahuman life, I mentally resolved to fore
stall my intention, and anticipate the publication of the new work 
entitled “ B ev o n d  t h e  S p aces ,” and give at least one chapter 
thereon to mankind,—-and this for more reasons than one, as you, 
who know, can readily surmise.

As you, Lord Ernest Augustus, and I, on that sunny morn, after 
discussing ouy travels and adventures in Arabia, India, South
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America. England, Turkey, Egypt, Greece and Palestine, marvelling 
at what tremendous differences exist among men by reason of the 
soil on which they tread, took our hats and sallied forth, leaving the 
swift turmoil of the week, and the silent lanes of Antwerp behind us 
to seek the grateful shadow of the forest trees hard by, — well do I 
remember how we lay us down upon the sweet green sward of the ar
boreal and sylvan — ay, almost Arcadian —world about us, and reclin
ing at ease, talked anent the life that now is, and that which — at least 
to some of earth’s denizens — is yet to be. How ardently we canvassed 
various theories ; how crude and wholly unsatisfactory most of them
— especially some accepted as literal gospel by many Spiritualists
— seemed to be ; and how we sifted them down, and tested them by 
the stern logic of common sense, and startled at the very bizarre and 
contradictor}' notions extant concerning that other life and its mysti
cal methods. One hypothesis maintains that the spiritual world is 
right here in our very midst, and that the air about us, and the vety 
land is filled with viewless people and cities which we cannot see. 
Another “ authority” lays it down that the spirit-world is just sixty 
miles aw ay; in which case, of course, the people there breathe the 
same o.xy-nitrogcnous air that we do, only in a more rarefied and 
attenuated form. A  still more exalted authority tells us that we 
can only reach the dwelling-place of souls after a direct flight up
wards of over l-xclve hundred billions o f  leagues. A new light 
informs us that our future home is in the hellv of the world,— get
ting there, probably, through Svmes’s hole; but the most curious, 
wrinkled and non-undcrstandable notioriof all is thnf propounded by 
the followers of the mystic Swede, whose Valhalla— and multitudi
nous hells beside — are situate

In  a wiM, weird clime that lieth sublime.
Out of Space, and out of Time,

rendering it, of course, wholly impossible of conception by any hut 
the most extraordinary of human minds.

Said you to me, — I give the substance of your remarks, — “ You 
have written some very remarkable books upon this very subject; 
have become famous the wide world over as a seer, whose myriads
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/'of tests demonstrate the fact beyond all doubt, as Napoleon III. found 
^j^out to his sorrow, and the hurling of his dynasty from the throne o f 

France! W hy do not you grapple with this vastly important ques
tion, and tell the world just what, and how and where the land of 
immortals is sihiate? Come, do so; the world will be grateful, and 
T — I \viTlHicip you to publish it! But,” you continued, “ it need 
not be a ponderous tome; put it in a few pages, — and, while you 
are about it, explain the great mystery of Spirit-Materialization; 
tell us, also, something about T he  Coming W oman ; the future of 
the earth in a social-political sense; the new law of divorce she is 
bound to fulminate, and what we may look for when she arrives; 
for it is plain and clear that, although many have laid claim to be 
her, she has not yet arrived on earth, because if she in any way 
resembles any of those who fill so large a place in the papers, — if she 
be like any of the existent strong-minded sisterhood of the age, — may 
the good Lord of Heaven pity, protect and forefend the coming man ; 
for, lo ! hath she not usurped his hat, coat, boots and tubed garments 
already?"

Your words, my lord, fell upon grateful cars, and attentive. 
Some of your questions were partly answered then and there, our 
time being short, the matin meal not yet discussed, and the Sabbath 
bells were chiming out their call to worship and to praise the God 
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. We were hungry, though not sinful; 
so we went to breakfast while others hied them to the synagogue; 
we to eat, they to sleep. And after that, I wrote my thoughts
thus: —
f~A. The dogma of immortality? is not universally accepted. 

Among the Western (European-American) civilized peoples it is 
generally believed in ; the reverse opinions being held by a compar
ative few. It is not regarded as a blessing, but the worst fate that 
can befall a man by uncounted millions of the human race.

Very few of those who believe it can give a rational reason w hy; 
state the how, or locate the where of themselves after its attainment. 
Of all who accept the doctrine, the Spiritualists alone claim to have 
demonstrative proof of its truth; some evidence corroborative of 
identity, and little or no positive proof as to the when it begins, the
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mode, the how or where; because among them there are so very 
many conflicting views, hypotheses and opinions afloat that scarcely 
any two believers agree upon more than two or three points; i. e., 
that the dead return; that the other is an advancivc life; and that at 
the worst it is a great improvement upon the life we now live. 
They are at sea upon a thousand other points; and this comes of 
their accepting what mediums, so called, have said, when supposedly 
under spiritual influence, not yet realizing that there is a medium- 
ship true and real, and another one altogether fictitious and imag
inary. The real in the world arc to be numbered by hundreds, the 
imaginary by tens of thousands, in all ranks, lands and climes, and 
among all classes, orders and nations of the earth.

I will not stop here to explain how immortality came to be at all, 
or who are and are not endowed with that great desideratum, having 
already done so in “ Eulis,” Part II., but will take up another 
related question.

B. It is easy to sec why the “ philosophy ” — much abused word! 
— of supernal life is essentially imperfect, crude, puerile, contra
dictory, and in some measure absurd; as, for instance, when we are 
told that spirits can pass uninjured through solid walls; that they 
can and do eat coarse food, as pork-chops, and such stuff, fit only 
for barbarians. There are other reasons why current hypotheses 
concerning the life hereafter are weak, crude and untrue, whether 
they exist within the pale of the three great branches of the Christian 
faith, — Greek, Papal or Protestant, — or without them,; or within the 
pale of the three branches of Spiritualism, — the Christie, Harmo- 
ninl and Swedenborgian. Among them all no man has yet been 
forward enough to fairly challenge the existent conclusions or point 
out the higher truth and clearer way and light. Let us examine the 
most reasonable doctrine of the Spiritualists, the one most generally 
assented to, which holds that, subsequent to the physical death, we 
still retain the human shape, but it is non-solid, airy, vapory, gas
eous, electrical, phantoincsqug as a general thing, except when able, 
by the exercisc of spine undefined pqwer, to attract to the _un-ubstan- 
tjal figure certain peripheral or spheral atoms, sublimated, refined, 
yet material, given off from peculiarly conditioned, odized matter in
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some cases, and from the bodies of peculiarly constituted persons of 
either sex in other, and the more frequent instances. Under these 
conditions it is held that the otherwise impalpable and unseeable 
disembodied individual becomes viewable, can be seen, felt, be ban* 
died; can talk, sing, play, whistle, strike, do all that man may do 
until the materializing supplies are cut off, exhausted, exhale away; 
when, though still present, the spirit necessarily becomes again in
visible. People there are by scores who insist that while thus tem- 
porarily incarnated in what they affirm to be bodies, so like the 
natural ones in feel, touch, sound, warmth and pulse, as to defy any 
one to tell the difference between them, the spirits eat, drink, and 
cases are cited wherein they are alleged to have held carnal inter- 
course as before death, — and this is affirmed of spirits of both gen
ders. They tell us, too, that this doctrine is not horrible, even if it 
is true. This latter point, however, is possible, provided such a 
thing as materialization ever occurred, and it can be proved by 
thousands of witnesses that such things are not only possible, but of 
actual daily occurrence. It is not only held by- certain persons that 
the doctrine and acts are true, but that Jesus Christ himself was the 
result of an amour between herself and a materialized dead lover of 
hers, which statement must be taken cum gra.no salts; and yet, if 
wbat is related of the doings of materialized spirits be true, the pos
sibility of the function is demonstrable at once, and that, too, upon 
indisputably logical grounds. But there wc must stop, for tile sccre- 
tion and ejection of the impregnative principle must be an impos- 
sibility by reason of the absence of the element of ripening time, —an 
absolute essential to propagative contact. Therefore, we deny that 
genesis to the Xazaritc, and that, too, notwithstanding its advocates 
declare that the Bible*itself sustains their position bv citing corrobo- 
ratjvc facts, of course strong os holy writ, because it is holy writ 
itself. They do not liere~aHudc to the adumbration or overshadowing 
of Joseph's wife Mnry, by the Holy Ghost, but they point to that 
passage in the elder Testament wherein wc arc told that “  The Sons 
of God or the Gods, saw the daughters of men that they were fair 
and comely, and good to look upon; and they took them to wife, 
and raised up sons and daughters, the same being the tribe of Anak.
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And there were giants in those days." Let that pass at its exat 
value,-— no more.

C. It is difficult, with our practical, matter-of-fact education an 
intelligence, to conceive how such things can be possible on the sup 
position that the after life of man is ns the most rational of the cui 
rent opinions represent it to be; that is to say, — that after death h 
is an impalpable, untouchable,..invisible^-ct “ bluish-white." m;<s 
being, — a sort of gaseous^.semi-entitu, living a mystic, weird, gob 

l in  life, utterly unlike what he was anterior to his Charonic passagi 
across the darkling lake, — except as to personal outline; a propen 
sit}- to play jokes, and a semi-retention of memories of ante-deatl 

’ experiences. It is not easy to see how such a being can cat, drink 
sleep, “  locomote,” love, hate, aspire, suffer or enjoy; for then 
should be a solid foundation for all th is ; yet the doctrine affirm! 
that he is but a film,— lighter than some of its advocates, of 
greater tenuity than hydrogen, or the wavy attenuation of a comet’s 
trail, or tail cither. Such a being would not weigh the trillionth ofO O

an ounce, because wholly phantasmal in structure, and by parity of 
reasoning also in force, strength, capacity, ability, energy or power! 
Such crude notions — for they do not rise to the dignity of ideas — 
concerning post-mortem man and life, can but be exceedingly dissatis
fying to whoever looks death squarely in the face ; and most of us in 
such a case are apt to reject such crude speculations, cast them 
aside, cry “ bosh," and look elsewhere for better light, no matter 

\w ho  the authors of the former sort m aybe; and this contempt is 
generally felt just as soon as people cease to- swallow per diem 
allowances of “ editorials” in lieu of common sense; throw off the 
papal shackles, and begin in stem reality to t h i n k .  All of us arc 
not quite certain that we, or any one else is immortal, and that all 
this asserted spiritual phenomena may after all be attributed to differ
ent sources than the alleged one: for it may be that some other class 
of beings are playing it on us, and having a good time at o u r  expense 
in the first place; and, in the second, the whole thing in nil its 
phases may be compassahlc_aiid producible by the mind of embodied 
man itself ; and in the third place it is utterly impossible to establish 
one single case of identity so clearly that an ordinary pettifogger
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couldn’t pick the logic to pieces and drive a coach and four through 
the aperture thus made. T he writer of this most religiously ^nH 
firmly believes in immortality, but not on the basis or grounds of the 
general belief, because there are higher, deeper, broader and more 
solid foundations for the belief, resident in the author’s soul, than is 
to be found in any branch or phase of modem or ancient Spiritual
ism ; whence it follows that those who .claim the author as subject 
merely, or that the author’s belief resulted from spiritual experience, 
simply lie, — that is all. The author was a Spiritualist before 
Jackson Davis was thought of, a rap was ever heard in Hvdesvillc. 
or Win. Berry quit printi ng to start the “ Banner of L ight” in the 
Hub of the Yankee Universe. Oh, n o ; the author has a belief 
founded upon firmer grounds than these afiord, viz.: — Direfl sight 
of the worlds above, positive, certain, superior to all the mediumism 
on the globe, and which are fully described in the work “  E u lis ,” 
Part III., ia “ S e e r s h ip ." a book devoted to tire subject, and partly 
in the pamphlet called “ T h e  N ew  M ola .” The fadt is, that most 
of us find it impossible to master the weird and ultra-mystical so- 
cnlied principia alleged to underlie all the modern spiritual phe
nomena ; hence we exclude or reject the most of them after a while, 
if not at once, for various reasons more or less cogent, among which 
are the following: — If post-mortem mankind are the aerial beings 
they arc represented to be by, among others, a notorious Tennessee 
Mickey Free, who palms himself off" as a genuine medium, being 
only an astute trickster, far more expert in howling through a horn 
and therefore giving spiritual messages, — in a bom, — and varying 
the performance by turning down the gas and pretending that Brown, 
Physicians, and Unknown ghosts achieve the feats, as well as bringing 
wet flowers into a circle, — flowers just culled from the graveyard 
hard by, and kept wet in vials of water till flapped over the people 
after the lights are out, — wretched tricks, played by a wretch upon 
wretched simpletons, with more money to waste than brains to use. 
The self-same game is being enacted all over the world; for

W herever God erects a house of prayer 
Old 2\ick is sure to build a chape! there:
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and wherever true mediumship or clairvoyance crops out, right then 
will the base counterfeit flaunt its dirty' skirts. If these spirits an 
aerial beings only, and eat, what and how do they eat? If thev 
sleep, where and how arc the slumbers taken? If they love anc 
hate and accomplish all we do except propagating their kind, — which 
we deny,— how are these things achieved? 'Where is the spiritual 
land? W hat is it? Where do we go? ITow do we live? What 
do we cat and drink? How is it that spirits being lighter than air, 
or hydrogen even, — the lightest of present known gases, —yet are 
able to manipulate weight}' objects, rap. tip tables, lift and carry people 
and furniture, and assume the solidity of COnipaft flesh, bone, hair, 
clothes and muscle? .These are pertinent questions, generally elicit
ing cither vague answers or downright abuse : for ten to one but the 
questioner will be called a <! recanter,** and be lied about till the 
fibbers believe their own tales, as the experience of the writer hereof 
abundantly demonstrates — and'yet the cavillers and fault-finders have 
not been able to inflict the death penalty, quite ; nor to stop the sun 
from rising, or a stream of bread and butter, and some meat, daily 
flowing in to supply that writer’s wants. S elah  !

D. Before replying to the above questions, in the light of a 
higher knowledge, there arises another very weighty one which 
ought to be put and responded to first. It is this: It is not gener
ally credited in these days that wc are of Adamic genesis or origin; 
for the human grades and species are as wide apart as are the various 
branches of the felida: — that is, from the huge lion and roval Ben
gal tiger at one end of the line, through all the intermediate grades 
and links down to little Sally’s pet kitten, weighing ten ounces,— 
and yet each and all arc nothing else but cats, pure and simple; yet 
what a difference between the captor of a full grown bison, and the 
tormentor of a church mouse! Well, the Hottentot and Bosjcsman 
is a human being as well as the most highly cultured of us all;yet 
the delight of one is music, love-letters and astronomy; that of the 
other, beef steaks cut from the living beast, with baked missionary 
by way of dessert. The ideal heaven of one is an arena of celestial 
beatitudes; that of the other, an enclosure fenced with sausages, 
with a central fountain squirting hot pot-pie. the main ingredients
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of which are quartered monkeys and nicely-larded negro babies— 
underdone and well-seasoned! Just think of being asked to take a, 
second plate!

People so wide apart never sprung from a single pair. Man 
descended from primal types, and was not created immortal, because 
he was originally monkeyfied, if not an out-and-out baboon or 
gorilla ; and, be it known — there are no immortal apes! How did 
man become death-proof? No a n s w e r  w a s  e v e r  o n  e a r t h  

MADE TO  T H A T  TREM EN D O U S Q U ESTION U N T IL  the author O F T H E S E  

l i n e s  g a v e  i t  in the chapter concerning immortalization in the 
work called “ Eulis,” to which you are referred at this especial 
point. But some men are immortal, and have proved it by reap
pearing, — that is, have proven it if ever a case of positive identific&- 
tion occurred ; not without.

A recent pamphlet proves too much: that it is impossible to iden
tify even if hundreds of apparent proofs are given, for the manifester 
may be a joker from the DiaJcs, and who can impersonate whom 
they choose, — and these diaks themselves cannot be proven to have 
been of earthly origin. That was an unfortunate brochure. Im
mortal people must resemble their ante-mortem selves; they must 
be something more than rarified gas ; they must live somewhere, and 
that somewhere cannot be earth’s abdomen, even though its crust 
were but a few miles thick, because people dying as they do at the 
rate of three a second, the cavity would have been packed full long 
centuries ago. That notion is therefore cast aside. They cannot 
live on this earth or in its air either, because they all say they came 
to us from a long way o(T; but that “ long way ” cannot mean beyond 
the milky way either, for what to the unassisted eye appears a fleecy 
cloud, by the telescope is seen to be the faint radiance of an innumer
able host of glowing suns studded in the awful heaven, so immeas
urably far away that no known telescope can resolve the nebulous 
haze of these quintillions of flaming orbs ; yet we receive light from 
the stars on the hither shore of the vast ocean of illimitable r o o m  1 —  

some of which unquestionably started on its journey not less than a 
million — aye, even a thousand million years ago; wherefore, to talk 
of our dead corp ingall that inconceivable distance to visit us whenever
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we choose to invoke them is both unreasonable and absurd, for they 
do not, can not come that far. The latest computations of the speed 
of light gives a mean of 150,000 miles in each and every second of 
recorded tim e; and to talk of an organized being rushing through 
space at that awful and tremendous pace is to utter rank and con
temptible nonsense; and yet there arc authors in the accepted ranks 
of reform thinkers who do utter just such puerile stuff, which passes 
down without a gulp, so capacious is the unreasoning credulity of 
the “ rank and file” who, only too glad to find the old belief mere 
childish myths, rush to the oilier extreme and believe too much. 
. . . . The supposed nearest fixed star is his ruddy mightiness
Sirius the great, — a globe of fire believed to be seventeen times 
hotter than our sun, which itself boasts a heat over five thousand 
times greater than molten iron ; while Sirius cxceed^hirn) in magni
tude as far as earth surpasses the moon. Now light flying through 
the vault spans ten million four hundred thousand miles a minute; 
six hundred and twenty-four millions an hour; three billions seven 
hundred and forty-four millions a day; one trillion five hundred and 
fort}- billion miles a year— without a rest! Now Sirius is so far 
away that it takes light over twenty-one long years to leap the awful 
chasm, whose narrowest span exceeds fort)' Trillions of earth-meas
ured miles ! — a distance so vast that not even the burning intellects 
of the arch-seraphim could compass or conceive it; and yet Sirius is 
but a next-door neighbor to us, for there arc other suns on the hither 
shores of V ia  L acta whose light probablyj-equires millions, not of 
years, but centuries, ere it flashes on earth's startled sight. In both 
hemispheres the naked eye beholds less than four thousand stars all 
told. But there is starlight on its way which will one day show 
millions to the eye where it secs but thousands now, and save in 
cloudy times man will' live in perpetual day— just as the dead do 
now, and just as there is no darkness to the clairvoyant eye, and 
clairvoyance is a well-demonstrated power, not to be gainsaid or 
laughed down. Now when we arc told and arc cxpccled to believe 
that the homes of the dead are beyond the farther shores of the milk}’ 
way, we. if intelligent, can" but smile, and conclude that the authors 
of the statement arc themselves yet in the milk}- way, and stand in
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need of weaning when they tell us that our friends, mates, relatives 
and beloved ones frequently span the awful gulf to manifest them
selves to us, and think nothing of the tremendous flight. Let us 
examine their notion a little more closely, and see how it looks in 
the light of common sense, supposing it to be true, and that a spirit, 
could reach us from one of the adjacent suns of the Milky Way, a 12th 
magnitude star, say two hours after starting, then that spirit would 
have to plunge through space at the rate of not less than one hundred 
and twenty thousand billions of English leagues during every single 
second of the journey — a speed as much swifter than either light or 
lightning as they are faster than a snail’s slow march. It is clear, 
therefore, that the hypothesis must be abandoned wholly, totally, 
completely and forever, and a more reasonable one be adopted in
stead. Of course in a limited monograph like this, I have no space 
to explain the methods whereby I reached different conclusions and 
results, having already done so in “ E ulis” and the “ Mola” as well 
as in the precedent volume “  Seership,” wherefore I shall here briefly 
indicate what those results were only.

The theory that at death immortalized mankind leaves the fleshly 
body behind, that is^— to put it in a chemical light— gets rid of the 
iron, carbon, silica, water and other gross forms of matte r— and 
Boats in the death chamber, or wherever the process takes place, an
impalpable, ethereal being with an eleflro-vaporous body and of.__
pns. — there's no protoxide of hydrogen either ill a spirit or the 
place it goes to, — is emphatically true ; hut that it remains so is not 
true; man on earth, and immortalized is essentially the same — i. e., 
ambitious, ignorant, stolid, sharp, learned, stupid, isolated, grega
rious, fastidious, gluttonous, lustful, chaste, musical, profane, 
devout, skeptical, exclusive or social; after death, as before, he de
lights in cities, solitude, bucolic or urban life; trees, flowers, archi
tecture— all just as we do here and now, according to idiosyncrasies 
and personal tastes and bias. He wastes and must supply it, — be
cause he labors and thinks, and accordingly nature has provided for 
him there as here, except that on earth the best things are monopo
lized by the rich, and wealthy fools and time-servers lord it over the 
talented and poor. Here you might as well be damned as be ponni-
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less. There, mental and moral worth is the signet of power and 
position ; nor is the real estate in the hands of the few, or space and 
luxury monopolized at the cost of the under layers of society, for in 
the upper world things go at their real value, and people count only 
for what they are actually worth, and no more.

Certain authorities affirm that man remains after, just as he is at 
death, so,far as shape and substance are concerned; yet jttJhc same 
breath speak of there being in the upper world trees, forests, lakes, 
seas, islands, continents, rivers, houses, statuary, gardens, palatial 
mansions, theatres, museums and hospitals. ̂ I^w as one who thus 
spoke, but failed to qualify or fully and clearly explain. I do so 
now. All these things imply substantialness, if not absolute solidity, 
which of course is sheer nonsense if the upper world is but a fig
ment, man a fleeting phasma. If  these things arc mere appearances, 
and mankind mere super-hydrogcnic personalities it is all well 
enough ; but we are more than that, and the time has come for me 
to lift the veil, and show just exactly what that more really is.

E. The oxy-nitrogenous atmosphere surrounding earth is an
ocean whose outer wavelets, fine, rarified and exceedingly attenuate,

-----------------------------------------------------  —  --------------------------------- — ---------------—  —  _ -  ; — ■

rolls gently against'the Pure .-'Et'n'of space at a distance averaging
about three hundred and fifty miles. A  revolving wheel or grind
stone throws from its wet surface curved lines of water; even so 
does this earth in its double motion — axial and orbital — throw from 
its periphery vast and continuous streams of highly rarified, highly 
sublimated and eletflrical matter— what may in fact be called the 
soul or spirit of material substances; buMhere is neither silica, car
bon, hydrogen, nitrogen or oxygen in this evolved current, which 
by laws of its own moves from the equator to, and ascends from, the 
poles of the earth in spiral rivers, ̂ gently undulating, sweet as the 
breath of a babe, and softer than the down upon a ringdove’s breast, 
and with a musical murmur likened only to the distant echoes of the 
symphonies of God ! I have seen that river; I have heard its deli
cious melody, and then, only then, have I  been able to smother the 
spirit of discontent, unrest and resistance; smile at the rage of puny 
man, and rely* wholly upon the absolute knowledge that— it would 
be all right in the spring of the good time coming. This grand
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river, rife with the quintessence of matter, is mainly composed of 
what I call Macxetime, not magnetism — by which I mean that 
mysterious essence or imponderable, whose poles antagonize those 
flowing north and south, itself moving from the opposite quarters; 
in a word, the cross-magnetic fluids of the terraqueous globe. When 
this river reaches the confines of the earth’s cushion, it flows in
curved lines toward ntre of what may be compared to an enor
mous shell, zone ot; belt J the under side of which it strikes and
instantlv fuses therewith. This is the concave or under side of the
mystic land, upon whose upper surface man resides for a term pro- 
port|oned.to_his mental, moral and psychal growth. Some remain 
but comparatively short periods; others have been there more cen
turies than they had days upon the earth.

It is almost a hollow sphere, with earth, like the kernel of a nut,
far away in its centre j and but for two large open spaces at its poles, 
it would be a complete sphere. Its surface is reached over a ridge 
of vast mountains, surrounding these open spaces, like the scoriae 
hillocks on the edge of a crater. Its material differs from matter as 
we know it here, for on earth heat and moisture are the only twin 
productive potencies; there heat and water, as we know them, have 
no existence. A spirit cannot get either wet or cold ; hence its labor 
is not for money or food or raiment, and consequently tlx: compound 
hells which those necessities create on earth are not known up there 
— and vct_therels-hells-abouridino' even in the spaces; hut they have 
a different nature and genesis from those on earth!

The material of that land being not of coarse matter, does not 
obstruct either stellar, sofar or lunar light, nor do its people see 
through aqueous humors, as do we preceding death, save when gifted, 
or cursed, with second sight or clairvoyance. Neither does that 
land alter, change, defied, refract or in any way disturb the chemic 
rays which pass through it any more than a belt of fine, clear glass 
would. Indeed, an ancient writer in the new Testament compared, 
this self-sam ̂  “  New Jerusalem j to a sea of glass. As the upper 
land is ccnstaiUliTMTpptkxiwrith new material on its under side, even 
so its upper surface is continually giving off its most sublimated par- 
tides, which, together with that supplied from the sun’s planetary
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family, goes to constitute another and vaster helt elsewhere, of which 
more hereinafter. Of course this constant drain would one day 
exhaust the earth, were not that result provided against, and this 
world adually growing larger instead of being wasted away. How? 
Simply ask any astronomer and he will tell you that from seven to 
twenty million meteors strike the earth even- twenty-four hours. 
Some are so burnt os to be impalpable dust; others, tons in solid 
weight. The supply, everywhere except in domestic and financial 
matters, is always cqunl to the demand.

The surface of that electro-."Ethic zone is far more diversified than 
the earth, with multitudinous seas, rivers of living water, brooks, 
hills, vales, cities, towns, etc., just ns here, only on an immeasurably 
vaster and more sublime scale. Its cities, — I have seen one, — its 
lakes. — I  have scanned their silvery tides; its towers, mosques 
minarets and domes ; its glowing beauty ; its flowers, fruits, gardens 
are, each and all, incomparably superior to any actually witnessed 
here in fac t; and far more gorgeous than the gardens of Irem or 
Poe’s splendid “ Domain of Arnheim.” In the early days of the pres
ent spiritualism we often had mediumistic drawings of some of the 
strange flora of that better land ; hut such things arc rare now, hav- 
ing been superseded by higher and far more significant phenomena; 
but even they were but pictures of things upon the deserts of the 
land beyond. -- --------- .-------------- ___

F. It is clear that the purpose of (the God of this univer^o^vns 
the immortalizing1 of the homos. “ Selection” means that; Evolu
tion proclaims it, — and if these be not accepted.-ibcn the Bible and 
all human history and development point right there. Ilcncc, in 
view of it all we declare that some men are immortal. But some 
trees were intended as fruit-bearers. Seminal fluid to stock the 
globe with sentient life ; yet not one-tenth the fruit reaches ripeness, 
and only one seminal drop in fifty billions, in man or brute, fish, 
fowl, insect, reptile or analid ever develops into the possible thing 
or being mystically contained within it. The rest arc wasted. Is 
man an exception to the awful rule? I need not here repeat what I 
have already said on that point in “ Eulis.” . .  . .  It requires
no argument to prove that the upper world, or any other locus /«
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quo for that matter, must be adapted to the needs and wants — 
which are not identical — of its denizens; and it follows that no 
phasmnl or vaporous condition, either of the zone or its peoples, could 
ever fill the bill of the imperative requirements of the human being, 
for, dead or alive, these last are solid and enduring. But the supernal 
worlds are not phantasmal, vapory affairs; nor are their citizens
thin, ghostly, and therefore g hastly personages, but solid, snbstan- 
tial, gravitative, though far less so than here below in this badly- 
ruled bnbv world of ours. Nor is that further land a mere picture 
gallery, phantomesque, magical, evanescent, dependent for its forma- 
tiveness upon impossible projedtional mental states and forces, as the 
“ New Church ” people try to inculcate, for it has cities and palaces 
that have stood for ages and will endure for countless centuries yet, 
struggling for birth within the womb of mother Time ! Its citizens 
arc entirely human still, but it is a modified humanity, differing 
somewhat from that we realize here; yet, nevertheless, marked and 
stamped strictly human ! ” Hence they consume food, hate, lovCj 
aspire, curse like, troopers and pray like saintsq get pleased, jealous, 
angry, holy and obstreperous, as humans do everywhere; and they 
laugh full many a loud guffaw when people sing and pray to them 
and put on long faces and play Holy W illie .generally.- They 
wouldn’t be human if they didn’t! Knowledge there, as everywhere 
else, is the result of continued effort, and a dunce, dolt — or tliat is 
to say, a fool — here must have the ears of his wit cropped by experi
ence ere he can pass muster there as his congeners do here. Ambi
tion has its fields too, and God is just as inscrutably mysterious 
beyond as He is to any one on earth — except that no one can suc
cessfully assume to be His appointed agents (here, at a round salary, 
and laugh at “ how he sells them,” as is done among us. Of course 
the zone is vastly larger in area than this earth. I said its under 
surface was about three hundred and fifty m ilts—-I did not mean 
above the earth’s crust, buiTthc outer edge of its atmosphere. The 
thickness of the zone from the foot of it to the general plane of its 
surface in the thinnest, or polar parts, is not less than one thousand 
miles; its equatorial depth is five limes that. Figure on this and you 
will see what a vast world indeed it i s ; for vast it must be, seeing
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that the daily arrivals of the dead arc at least three each second of the 
clock; and I compute its numbers to exceed say nn hundred trill
ions of human beings, who are constantly departing thence, however, 
to other and still fairer climes.

G. All of us emit a sphere, aura or halo, impregnated with the 
very essence of ourselves; sensitives know i t ; so do our dogs and 
other pets; so does a hungry lion or tiger; 33', even flies, snakes, 
and the insectivora, as we know to our cost.

^gome of us arc magnetic, some cleClric. others mixed: some are 
warm, attractive, love-inspiring and friendship-making; others are 
cold, intellectual, electric but not attractive. Let a learned Theban 
of the latter make-up harangue an audience, and though charmed 
with his hrniny vaulting and glittering verbal pyrotechnics, they will 
soon tire, exhibit impatient or somnolent symptoms, forget next day 
every word he uttered, and in a week wonder what it was all about. 
He talked at them, but not into them ; he made them think, which 
is a tiresome piece of business with most folks; and few speakers 
can succeed who do that! He’d better make them laugh “ fit to 
kill.” People will pay well for being tickled, hut they grudge a 
dime for real instruction. Curious fad, but true as the gospels. 
Pitted against such a man let there he a half-taught, but very loving, 
ripe and mellow man, with rich, round tones, with soul in every 
word, but with not one-tenth the logic and erudition of the Pundit, 
yet he carries the crowd with perfect ease, and everybody is wide 
awake, treasuring up every good thing that falls from his lips. The 
reasons arc palpable and plain! It is heart against head, soul 
against logic: and soul is sure to win. Still other persons are dia
magnetic and exhale a sphere or aura as a flower does perfume, 
and like that, too, capable of being gathered and utilized by those 
who understand the matter; and some of the disembodied people do.

uses, dwellings and localitics.have_tIiC-£nine characteristics.
1 Ucjndividual is a natural^hysicnLinedimni. the jifaccs are likely 
to be “ haunted.” — causes tbeyame in each case:./, c., both emit a 
something capable of  being utilized by spirits. It is far easier to 
obtain exhibitions of the occult force in chambers habitually devoted 
to that purpose, simply because the apartment becomes permeated
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with the specific aura required. It is also easier to mesmerize in 
some places than others; on the same principle that one can more 
readily sing, act, orate, pray or recite in some halls than others.

H. We die of disease, age, suicide, accident or violence— n o "  
matter how,— but before our bodies are fairly cold, the electrical 
inner being oozes out like sweat through the pores; the cerebral 
sutures expand on the same principle as the pelvic bones do in 
maternity, to permit the egress of the death-defying tenant, and lo ! 
we are dead! We just begin to really live 1 But the process is not 7 
vet complete^ Sometimes, the new-born spirit's disgust oi earfh 
and earthly ‘‘ friendships,” rivalries and unrequited toils, the hollow
ness of its “  loves,” the selfishness, its infamously hard and ill luck 
on earth, inclines it to a prompt departure and instant deliverance, 
and it anxiously looks about for some one like itself, to indicate the 
where, the way and the how. On the contrary, in life it may have 
been oppressed, badgered, lied about, envied, thwarted, and its con
ditions may have developed a perv erted phase of desire for justice, 
in modern parlance, revenge ; and thnt_desIro-maV7etnrse its departure 
to be deferred, or its frequeut return after it has left, in both cases 
bent on giving a Roland for an Oliver, and making tilings unpleasant 
for those who have maliciously wronged it in the life below: andJ  O *

thousands there are on earth, tortured daily to the very quick; foiled 
and thwarted at every step by the viewless dead whom they have 
injured. /A^pliase of CompexsationJ/  But at last the time comes, 
sooner or later, when it must realize the difference between earth i 
existence and its present state; and it soon finds thousands around 
just like unto itself,—just dead, — on their way through Boreal or I 
Austral avenue, toward the Polar crowns (where auroral and aus- t
tral moons arc now forming), and forthwith launching itself upon the^_
celestial river ascends speedily toward the mighty world above.

The world above revolves axially, as does the earth, hut is several 
days in making one turn. It, of course, also flights through space 
with the earth about the sun, and accompanies that glowing orb in 
its tremendous journey around the d a r k  sun-, alluded to in a previous 
work o f  mine, and to be amplificiTupon in “ B eyond t h e  S paces,” 
if I live to finish i t  The ascending soul arrives at the gorge where
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the river debouches through a thousand channels across the' vernal 
plains of upper land, but docs not go ashore until cither its accoro- 
panving friends say *■ Xow,” or it is hailed from the flowery banks 
by loving ones long gone before. Thank God every one of us have 
friends up there in the bending sky where God’s name is engraved 
upon the .'Eth in glittering, starry letters, even if we have none but 
fair-weather ones here! The rate at which it travelled thither was 
probably not much faster than three and a half miles per minute. 
It is of course visible to all there, but is astonished to find that no 
sooner had it passed the limits of the earth's envelope, than it 
strangely began to solidify. The face is fairer in all cases; the 

1 wounds, scars, deformities, deafness, blindness, lameness are all 
gone forever, and the lungs breathe a delicious, nromal air, which 
thrills the being like the touch of lips of glowing love ! It Iras all 
tire organs it had here, hut has additional power, qualities and 
senses, — whereof more in my larger volume. It exults in anew life, 
rejoices in a new liberty, revels in new sensations; finds itself in tire 
midst of people perfectly assimilable to itself, in which it has enor
mous advantages over us here, who by force of circumstances are 
compelled to associate with those whom if hate be not reciprocal, 
approaches nigh thereto.

I. There’s no tide or stream running all one wav. Bore never soO  •

fine a hole in a door or shutter, and two currents of air will pass 
I each other through it constantly, — one above, one below. Just so 
y is there a double current flowing betwixt the two worlds — one going 
J up, the other down — the latter bcarjng_to us^spiritual love, life and 

light all the time^J n consequence o£_which thC-World is better that?; 
it once was, and is gaining all the time.

The people cannot look through their soil and sec us, because the 
/Eth and not solar light is the vehicle of vision, wherefore they must 
go to the poles and look down, else cast themselves upon the hither 
tides and float to us. Suppose they do the latter; then a strange 
phenomenon occurs, for they cannot reach earth as they quit the 
zouc, for no sooner do they reach the outer limits of the earth’s 
atmosphere than they begin to lose their former solidity, which 
transudes away by a process analogous to perspiration; all the semi-
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solidity disappears (to be resumed on their arrival at the outer limits 
of earth’s air), and they come among us invisible, intangible, pre
cisely as they were immediately after dentil; and

Viewless millions round us hie,
The bright phalanxes of the hither sky.

Most of them have lost all special attractions toward the earth, 
and only come “ for fun,” — and they find it. After our special 
friends, direct relatives and personal acquaintances are dead, our 
interests have become merely general, very seldom personal. Here 
and there they find a physically qualified person, and they place 
themselves close to them ; consequently are clothed upon by the 
peculiar dia-magnetic emanation or evolvcmcnt from them, and be- 
coine tangible, visible, capable of physical effort and sonorous 
speech, just as long as the supply lasts, or until they withdraw from 
the place, parties or person evolving the precious aura. If the sup
ply in quality and quantity is inadequate to effects of materialization, 
they manifest in some other, if less convincing manner. Some per- 
sons arc entranced by them ; others go_ into a semi-trance by the 
simple presence of a spirit, and in that state utter lots of profound — 
nonsense,— which themselves, the auditors and overlooking spirits 
marvel at, and the latter often feel like breaking into a loud guffaw, 
at the ridiculous stuff thought to be purely spiritual. I once spent a 
month beneath the same roof with an Irishman, who, beside being a 
clever trickster, was at times quite sensitive both to female sweet
ness and spiritual presences, and at such times no sooner did a 
spirit approach any of the parties who regularly met there to be in
structed and amused, than Mr. Mick would begin to bellow and 
pour forth great streams of words, barren of a single idea, empty 
sounds signifying noise, and nothing more. I tried to tench poor 
Mick the laws of genuine spirit intercourse, but it was too much of 
an up-hill affair, and the last I heard of Mick he was still roaming and 
ranting about, like a bull of Bashan, uttering avalanches of the com
pound and quintessence of stupid fol de rol, which the cars,—yes, 
die cars, for they had cars, — not the hearts of his auditors drank in 
as gospel truth. The fellow might have been a real medium but for
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two facts: he had no magnetism, but a stupendous penchant for 
simulating real phenomena.

Spirits of a scientific or persistent turn endeavor to develop 
materializing conditions, and. if well seconded by earthly friends, arc 
prettv sure_to trimnabaatlv-achieve it on principles indicated in the 
“ New Mola.T.

J . I must end tins shctch. After a while, through a process 
analogous to death, the people of tlnj zone^uit it. and migrate, not 
into space, but to a far vaster .one^surrounding the sun. Its dimen
sions I cannot here give, for want of room. To that zone all the 
planetary spirits go after their terra and terra-zonal experiences are 
over. The number of people there is incomputable. From there 
again they migrate to the tremendous girdle of the entire solar svs- 
tcm. I cannot here enlarge,— I simply state a stupendous fact. In 

‘"'aTTthcre arejseven zones}— the solar, general, and five surrounding 
the soul-bearing planets of the~~system, for only five have yet borne 
man. In -  B eyond t h e  S p a c e s” all these mysteries will be made 
plain. Meantime, strive to obtain materializations, but do not 
accept “ masks and faces " in lieu thereofl ....................................

When the questions just answered were asked, others were pro
pounded in reference to unitersal reform, the social millennium, the 
good time coming, and the mode and method of their advent. To 
these I briefly reply, hut preface what I have to say by the remark 
that before they get here this land and this whole earth of ours is 
doomed to pass thicmgh a terrible series of convulsions, electric. 
volcanic, magnetic, climatic, — a general upheaving and overturning 
of the present state of things the wide world over. Preparations are 
now going on, and there arc portents abroad in the air and lands 
which are unheeded, but which bode fearful disasters to the earth 
and man. There will also be social, political and military upturn- 
ings, and cataclysms such as were never known before; while the 
purely physical disturbances will almost equal the terrible event of 

.w hich the “ Deluge” is a traditional reminiscence, which altered the 
A_ axis of the earth, and changed with the equator; sunk the Old 

Atlantis and uphenved it again, with a few of its pyramids yet in
tact, but transforming the happy land into the deserts of Zahara,
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Zin and Shur. and the measureless Salt kuveers. This took placer~------ ------- -------     -\ 1
about ^fifty-eight thousand years ago.] All these recorded things will 
tianspire before the good time arrives, wherein the present false and 
barbarous civilization will be displaced, and replaced by a true one, 

^vllidfAVill^IicAiTnucurated by a female^ and therefore be immeas
urably superior.

IT. A spirit of religious persecution is beginning to fill tbc air, 
and will finally possess all seels alike, leading to open conflict and 
such a bloody series of wars everywhere, as only can be waged by- 
God’s masterpiece in Ills behoof. In the name of God they will 
again redden the rivers and glut the lands with human blood, for no 
such revelry in carnage ever cursed the earth, as when men mur
der each other for “ pure love of God” ! This is in the near fu
ture. Its causes will Ire attributed variously, but the real ones arc 
purely, wholly physical, that is to say, chemical. Bolides, meteors, 
internal fires, magnetic and electrical storms, comets, earthquakes 
and volcanic eruptions are the moving elements out of which (be bad 
time, preceding the good, is coming. These all result from firc- 
tempests in the sun, which even noware working great changes; 
hut the awful clash will begin as soon as an awful solar event takes 
place — not long either— the propulsion from explosion of a 
vast mass of incandescent matter from the sun — a tremendous sheet 
of fire, which breaks, and streams in zigzag paths about the central 
orb, thus shrunken one twenty-fourth in size, and of course affect
ing eveiy other mass in the solar system : changing polarities ; melt
ing polar ices; levelling huge mountains; altering ocean beds and 
river courses ; submerging plains and deserts ; building new islands 
and continents amidst the storm-tossed waters; changing earth's 
angle to the ecliptic plane ; completely reversing magnetic, thermal, 
electric and isothermal lines, thus occasioning sudden climatic leaps 
from hot to cold and cold to  ̂ hot, of course generating famine, 
madness and disease, to say nothing of the millions who reach quick 
death, leaving their festering carcasses to poison the air, and trans
form the fair lands into charnel houses, redolent of cadaver and 
death ! The air itself will lose portions of its present characteristics. 
In some localities it will he sulphur rife; in others carbonaceous
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gases will snuff out life as raindrops kill a forest fire. Crime for 
a while will reign supreme, and property seek a curious level. 
Enormous amounts of oxygen in some parts, nitrogen in others, will 
surcharge the air, carrying nervously delirious death to some, intol
erable suffocation to others. Most winds now blow athwart the 
earth in curved paths ; then they will rush straight up and down in 
clear cut lines, levelling forests, emptying lakes, devastating cities, 
hurling man’s proudest buildings into dust, and driving fields of 
lurid flame along the march of ruin. The melting of polar icc and 
liberation of berg-continents, rushing down the steaming sens, will 
relieve earth’s ends of mighty weights, thereby further changing 
polar angles, so that sur.-bcams strike us as they never struck before, 
the consequence of which will be that terrible hurricanes, tempests 
of fire and ice combined, will finally convince man that the awful 
end is very near, very near indeed; but then, as before, he will be 
mistaken, for God will still live, and the species be preserved. The 
cerebral activity of man will be quickened, but at the same time the 
chemical change will goad him to vehement fury, energy and 
madness, making his eyes glare like famished tigers, or the horrible 
gaze of the cuttle-fish; and he will create such a hell on earth that 
the main business will be that of finding pretexts and excuses for 
universal rapine, war. slaughter and unchecked play of the most 
damnable passions of the homos. In this change of things vegeta
tion will participate; fields, forests, farms and gardens will fail the 
wide world over except in Ceylon, Central Africa and the Aleutian 
isles ; which places then, in earth’s awful famine, wiff.becomc provi
dential granaries. Pestilence will not yet be checked, however, but 
will decimate whole nations; and cities by hundreds will utterly 
perish by fire and flood- People will then begin to realize that 
money is worthless in itself; they will also doubt, and then deny 
the existence of a God in any sense or form that belief has ever yet 
assumed on earth. Thus two starting-points will be established,— 
the end of selfishness and the abrogation of the clergy; therefore, the 
last religious war will have been fought, and — what naturally must 
follow therefrom — in time.

National lines and useless governments will be wiped out forever.
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\
i the divine right of kings and rulers be laughed at^and the solid foun
dations of universal rule of the people, by the people, for the people, 
will become for the first time pradticallv possible. As soon as this 
last idea begins to spread, the Commune will rise to shed its lurid 
light upon this death-day of the old civilization. It will arise every
where, and the air will ring and wildly echo with the terrible 
refrain: —

E t dea boytux du dernier prfire 
Serrez le cou du dernier roi I

that is, hang the last priest with the entrails of the last king. - 
All this will be preparatory, for the Commune will neyep stand, 

forjhe simple reason that their army will be all leaders, like aregi- 
rnent of thirteen blacks I once knew in New York. J t  contaiped 
one general, two major and_threc brigadier generals, one colonel, 
two majors, one captain, one lieutenant, one sergeant and a private. 
But through the Commune some good will come, — they will 
abolish church seclisms; the laws of primogeniture and entail; 
establish every one’s inalienable right to schooling, as far as choice 
may elect or ability allow; to a certain amount of land, and every 
one’s right to think for themselves. Marriage will not be repealed, 
but for a time will go out of fashion and be laughed a t ; but only 
for a brief period, merely to prepare for an altogether better state of 
things. All this re-approach toward order out of anarchy and chaos 
will result from the conglohation of the sheeted fire coursin'? roundo  O

the sun, which mass will condense and become an inter-mercurial 
planet. But other causes will also have been at work. The asteroids 
will be rushed together — thousands of them, and the heat evolved 
will seal them like melted wax together, and it  will become a planet 
two-thirds larger than the moon, and will act as a satellite of Mars. 
Earth will have withdrawn from space myriads of bolides and me
teors, and rushing comets will have whirled other millions upon 
tile sun, Or swept them off to outer space. Earth’s tides and angles 
will be re-established, and a higher and purer air begin to be evolved 
from the waters and the land. It will be possible for man to be 
really, actually civilized! and an order and beauty will begin, so 
grand and glorious that it exceeds my capacity of description.
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** In that new childhood of the world 
Life of it«elf shall dance and play,

Fresh blood through Time’s shrunk veins be hurled,
And Labor meet Delight halfw ay."

Then, but not till  then, there will arise, like Venus from the sea,

T IIE  COMING W OM A N ! —

the tvpe of what the entire sex will one day he. One thing is clear; 
that is. the next civilization will he one of Love. The present h a s  

been one of some head, much cars, little heart, hard fists, and no soul 
whatever, for its principal business has been a mill affair, for it has 
both ground and martyred m a n  ; erected false chuidies, base a 1 L ars, 

— whose blessings were for sale, — and at them compelled u s  to 
adore sham Gods, steeped to the lips in cruelty, and whom we were 
taught sat alone on Heaven’s battlements, hurling thunders throughs  7 o  o

the sky, and scattering indiscriminate damnation all around

Thick as leaves in Valiambrossa —

instead of Jthe true God, the infinitely tender and loving Over Soul!
She will not be a city-bred lady, ready to faint at a prick of her 

finger, or one who worships at the shrine of fashion and the haul 
ion; but she will emerge from a cottage midst the hills,— a well- 
made, well-cultured and perfect W om an! Do you realize what 
that means? I doubt it 1 for the best of us are fooled and bewildered
to our hearts’ content bv the very imperfect women pf.to.--d ay. I  have
been anyhow, — and there's more of u s !—-and I never saw a man 
who was a fair match for even an ordinary woman, much less one 
absolutely good, healthy, — perfect. Talk about woman being a 
human negation, over whom man has possessory rights! Why, it is 
absurd I And the next phase ofhuman progress will be guided into 
grand success by Women, — but of a far better general type than 
those now on earth, and consequently, the world will have a loftier 
and nobler class of men, — for it all depends on women.

The coming woman will not be a virago, termagant, or what is 
popularly known as a strong-minded one; yet she will have a splen
did intellect, capable of seeing all sides of, and grasping the prin-
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cipla underlying all questions ; and her sound mind will be founded 
upon a healthy body. She will deal lightly in perfumes, because 
she will have no need of ihc:n ; will eschew candies, confections and 
morbidity-breeding stuffs of all sorts, hence will not be an invalid 
two weeks in every month, nor make an apothecary shop of her 
stomach. She will not be ashamed to call legs legs, and will have 
a pair of her own made of solid muscle, not compressed saw-dust; 
besides which she will have no need of “ plumpers,” “ respirators,” 
“ bustles," “ palpilators," and will read the papers Instead of wear
ing them. She will he five feet five in height, will weigh one hun
dred and fifty, use no hair-dye, and will be tlic personification of 
grace, beauty and mature womanhood, and her voice will he clear, 
pure and musical as a glass bell; her hair will be brown, auburn- 
flushed, long and wavy; her complexion fair olive; brim et p u r ;  
her hands will be small, feet large; flesh compact; eves large, soft, 
bluish gray ; bones well knit, and sbe will be both wife and mother 
when she comes upon the scene; first as her village adviser, next as 
a State counsellor, and then as supreme executive of the nation. 
Her fame will spread, her influence extend, until finally she will be
come supreme arbitress of the world. She will not assume male 

, attire, hut will dress so as to display her beauty as God intended it 
should be. She will abolish corsets and quacks; heavy skirts, rouge, 
face powders and sham marriages; harlotry, libertinism, love feasts, 
and forced maternity ; lying news-tellers, slanderers, gossips, gabby 
tale-bearers, morphine, opium, rum, tobacco, lager beer and flash 
newspapers: prurient prudes and male accouchers ; and hold M. D’s 
responsible for public health, — giving them State salaries and with
holding it until their respective districts can show a clean b ill; and 
she will put a summary stop to all die gross and indelicate questions, 
and morbidly outrageous exposures and manipulations to which 
women are notoriously and unnecessarily exposed in these days, by 
fellows looking like men, but acting like tame devils. Under her 
reign syphilis will be ranked as a crime in all cases, where it notori
ously should be, and wives and children will thus be protected as 
they ought — on first principles; and M. D’s no longer be allowed to
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call it scrofula, and fool the innocent. Wherever it exists in any 
form, — as chronic catarrh, tuberculosis, salt rheum, etc., the fact will 
he a legal bar to marriage everywhere, and thus a movement for the 
final extirpation of these scourges from the earth he fairly inaugu
rated. Swindling grocers and adulterators of human food will be 
summarily dealt w ith ; inventors of murderous implements he dis
couraged and life-savers be rewarded, thus reversing the present 
state of tilings; and the general health being improved, “ female 
diseases" will forever cease to be. The coming woman will estab
lish municipal, State and National marriage bureaux, with properly 
qualified temperamental and other experts, whose province will be 
that of deciding upon the fitness and ndaptedness of all cases of pro
posed unions; and their assent will be full authority for the parties 
to marry in form or not, just as they see proper. She will decree 
that possession is marriage, and will enforce the law, the magnificent 
results of which maybe seen at a glance. Woman, under her reign, 
will be the peer of man in all respects, but will not be a brawler 
for what properly belongs to the sterner sex; consequently there 
will be less vinegar and tartrates in the domestic howl, and more 
cream, sugar and honey. Females can then court husbands, have a 
larger field of choice, and, if suited, pop the question, — as queens do, 
— without incurring the stupid charge of immodesty and indelicate 
conduct. Girls will then he healthy, and helps to their husbands, 
instead of being mere dry goods signs, or intelledlunl and social 
nonentities, as too many of them now are. Healthy mothers will 
be the rule, and but few, if any, will practically know what barren
ness. flairs blanches, gravid uterus, back-aches and all such abomi
nations a re ; and where such exist the parties will be held criminal 
if they marry while thus diseased; for the coming woman will decree 
the right of every child to he horn right, and to be protedlcd from 
pre-natal poisoning in any shape; hence, diseased women will be 
consigned to the State Sanatoria.. People unable to find husbands 
or wives will be supplied by the National Marriage Bureau, and all 
friendless girls and men will he regarded as the nation’s wards, and 
be supplied with labor, schools and life companions, upon proper
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application ; for then, as now, llicre will be many without opportu- 
'  nities for fair selection. Marriage now is a game at cross purposes, 

effected through shams and pretence ; has little heart and less soul 
in i t ; but in that era all this will be changed. Bastards will not be 
held guilt)’ of their parents’ errors, but will be provided for by the 
State, and the fathers and mothers be chargeable; and other 
parents will be held accountable for the public conduct of their off
spring, for no one will have a right to produce human monstrosities 
at will, as now ; and if they do, shall be punished for it. She will 
declare the sexes equal in all rights whatever, and declare a libertine 
tire foe of society, — as a harlot from choice is now, — and will pro
vide against his injurious adts by public disgrace, followed up, if lie 
fails to reform, by surgically incapacitating him for further mischief, 
and affording the unfortunates a chance to cultivate music in the 
falsetto line of vocalics; while females of similar habitudes will 
have employment afforded them well calculated to correct their 
abnormal bias. Panders and procuresses will do the Stale service 
in the National Sewing Colleges, and State quarries to enable them 
to ascertain the value of physical education ; while whosoever emp
ties a bagnio, and then conflagrates it, will Ire held worthy of prefer
ment. Policemen will not be allowed to beat out the brains of 
arrested parties, nor jailers to regard female prisoners in the light 
of mistresses. Public preachers will be compelled to logical, sensi
ble and brief utterances, taking Nature for a text-book; nor be per
mitted to comfort the sisters in the absence of their husbands; and 
the law of health being enforced, both they and their charges will 
be cleaner, purer, better, and we shall have a better system of stir- 
piculturc, and fewer doubts will exist concerning the absolute par
entage of the coming race.

The coming woman will establish hospitals for the cure of 
“ reformers’’ of both sexes, and when her work is done will retire, 
conscious of duty done, and rejoicing in the fadt that the good time 
coming has actually come. But before she docs so, the Legislation 
of the World will have enacted a

NEW  DIVORCE LAW.
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A new* marriage system will be in vogue, wherein equality will pre
vail ; and if, by chance, a couple fails to dwell in concord, common 
law and common consent will declare them thenceforward free, but 
will have to guarantee the State against loss by providing for their 
offspring. There will, however, be less family trouble then,because 
tire law will prevent mothers-in-law from dwelling with their victims 
or in any way meddling betwixt wedded couples, and when that 
dreadful disturbing cause is effectually removed or squelched, the 
world will be on the high road to the perfect millennial era. The 
text and rule and law of human social, domestic, religious and polit
ical life alike will be that all mankind are by nature endowed with 
certain inalienable rights, chief among which is that to life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness; and if a wife or husband’s life, happi
ness and efforts are denied, frustrated, imperilled by the mate, and 
constant discord engendered between them, that shall be good ground 
for absolute divorce. So will vicious habits; undue anger; disease- 
inoculation ; violent language j infidelity ; chronic stupidity; uncleanly 
speech, conduct, hab it; impotentia; barrenness; incurable disease 
engendered through vice and bad habit: insanity; cerebral unscund- 
ness; pre-marital diseases; obtaining wife or husband under false 
pretences; mercenary motives; mutual desire for divorce; slovenly 
habits; incessant snoring; incurable eccentricity; vampirism : siding 
with mothers-bylaw' and relations against the m ate; wasting the 
husband's resources in supporting outside parties; habitual lying; 
unwilling maternity; refusal of mutual share of common earnings; 
refusal to supply needed food, raiment, shelter and comforts; refusal 
to assist in the common support; extravagance; extravagant con
duct ; unfair reticence ; non-confidence ; horror of mate rnity ; inability 
to properly gestate; unfitness for parental duties; unfounded jeal
ousy ; not loving the m ate; not being loved in return ; mutual non- 
love ; impossibility of happy relationship; unhcalthful, selfish, mor
bid marital usage and demands; too frequent parentage; uncon
querable love for another; personal uncleanness; idiocy subsequent 
to marriage; bad houscwifclincss; bad cookery; gossiping; obscene 
demands or conduct; constitutional or acquired laziness; complete
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invalidism; incompatibility of temperament and organization; 
“ Nest Hiding” ; profession of immoral principles, ideas and doc
trines; chronic atheism; religious incompatibility; chronic stupid
ity; chronic, unreasonable, abnormal' unreasonable
coldness and denials; vampirism; any skeleton in the closet; offen
sive odors, from breath, etc. These sixty odd grounds, and others, 
will be the social and domestic safety-valves of society in the G ood 
T ime Coming , to be inaugurated by

T h e  Coming W oman.

Respectfully,
K a t e  Corson,

Toledo, Ohio.
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than men. She in us I have love or die ! Men satisfied with Passion, 
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One of Love’s Hidden Mysteries, and a wonderful one. Conditions 
of Love. Why wc are not loved. Divorce Sharpers. “  Passional 
Attraction.” The Miser on the Desert. A  Wonderful Dream. 
Why a Seduced Wife can never be happy with her Seducer. The 
Laws of Amatory Passione.

C h ap . III.-— Strange Love-origin of crime,-—curious. Why a 
_ loved wife can never be Seduced. No wife who is loved can ever 

he led astray. Why no husband can prevent her going aside unless 
he docs love her. A  hint for Husbands,—-and a terrible fact. A  
fallacy exploded. Marks of Love,— T h e  M ystery  o f  M ysteries 1 
How wives arc slain ; how husbands make them false! Seduction 
by condolence 1 New readings of old words The quietus of Anti-
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Marriageists. Whoever cannot weep is Lost! Why Libertinage 
can never satisfy or pay. The death-blow to “ Free Love.” The 
Home argum ent! A  Love Pang worse than triple death. Jealousy. 
From Parent to Child. Theories of Soul-origin. A  curious thing 
about Parentage. A  Strange Mystery of Fatherhood. Secret and 
Mysterious cause of Adultery.

C h a p . IV. — Necessity of returned Love. Who wins a body 
loses; who wins a soul wins a l l ! !  a  strange, but mighty rule of 
Love! The Vermicular Philosophers. Why Free Lovers always 
come to grief! The n th  and 12th Commandments. Passional 
dangers of Eating-houses ! “ The long and short of it.” Moments
of very strange, wonderful, and mystic beauty in all women. The 
mystery of Vampirism,— a  terrible revelation! Picture of a 
love-laden woman. True Womanhpod, and its counterfeit. A true 
woman’s Love. Men cannot call out love; but can kill it quickly. 
Why ? The three things essential to call out woman’s love ! 1

C h a p . V. — A strange, weird Power of the human soul. The 
sunbursts of Love in the heart-reft and lonely! The Solar Law of 
Love. A  Vampire. The Better “ Something.” The Bridal Hour, 
and the fearful “ afterwards." An unsuspected, terrible counter
feit of Love. Legend of the Wandering Jew. and Herodias, his 
mate. '■ Circles.” "Sorosis,” and the C’rccan Sisterhood. Pro
tection from Vampire Life leeches. Ilow these are created bv 
Parents not loving each other. Singular fadt and a Plea for the 
fallen woman. Actual Vampirism, a case described. Spider- 
women. Kidneys troubles indicate Love troubles also. The triple 
form of Love, — a new revelation. The kind of Love that sets us 
crazy! Love tid e s !  Proof of Love-adaptedness. Love and 
Friendship, — the difference. Eternal AfHoityism dissedted. A 
grand Love-Truth.

C hap . VI. — Xew definitions of Marriage, — Love a fluid 
Mother !! Origin of Vampire Life,— how they destroy plant 
and animal life. Why loving wives and husbands fall. A  Test. 
Genius, Love, and Passion go together. Why? The Genius- 
producing Law. The Law of Social Joy. A chapter full of re-
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demptivc counsel for those wrecked on Love's storm-lashed rocks. 
V ivat!

C h a p . VTI. — Love's Chemistry, — very curious, but very tmc. 
Love’s double nature. Magnetic, Electric, and Nervous bases of 
the grand Passion! Law of Tidal Love. The Poison flow. 
Attraction of Passion. Chills and Fevers of true A flection! I m
m ortalization . Difference between male and female existence. 
Strange. What a woman never forgets or forgives. To Husbands 
and Lovers. Words never to be forgotten by either.

C h a p . VIII. — Goodness alone is Power. Brain versus Heart 1 
Knowledge is strength, not power! Head versus Heart Women. 
Grooves, Moods, Phases of Love. How Love requires but one 
second to change to deadly Hatred. A Mystery. Isabella of Spain, 
and Marfori, her lover. IIow the Franco-Pmssian War resulted 
from their loving. Singular fact about a woman’s Magic Photo
graphic power. Darwin of the “ Monkey-origin of M an" on trial. 
His acquittal. A Hint to Parents.

C h a p . IX. — Why women are ill, but should not be. Con
fectionery and Love. Drugged Candy. An unsuspected rock oh 
which lovers are wrecked. Mental Sex, not physical, is what men 
love most. About woman’s dress, as Love creators. A  mistake 
about women which most men make. Another word for the 
“ Strange Woman." Why women complain, and why wives die 
early! Extremes: Shakerism — Frecism. Caution to all.

C h a p . X. — Divorce: Hereditary Bias. The Love-cure. An 
Old Friend in a New Dress. Why boy-babies arc kissed more than 
girl infants. Why girl-babies reverse the business after the second 
year. Camp-meeting and Ball-room Loves. Another Mystery. 
People who are Love-starved. The Affedtion-Congrcss, — the Con
ductor, the Train, the Passengers, and the Arrival. A splendid 
series of F acts for t h e  M a rried .

C h a p  X I.— A New Discovery in Love, and a great one loo! 
To a husband! To a Lover! Jealousy exists without Love! 
Love may exist without Jealous}-. Gems of rare truth. How to 
recover when Love-exhausted. Beginning of Souls. Why Foeti- 
cide, at any stage, is norse than adult Murder! Freezing of
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Affection. The Sail Story of a H eart! What a man said about it. 
A  Persian Poet’s plea for “ Free Love.” Its Refutation. Rome 
before the Ctesars.

Chap. XII. — “ The age of Brass.” Why Mutilates cannot Love ! 
Why ? Woman recognizes Genuine Manhood. “ The Origin of 
Evil." “ Organic” Love. Why no Man can rcspoift a “ Mistress.” 
Why a “ Mistress" c a x x o t be happy! Something concerning 
Wedded Life, very seldom thought of.

C h a p . XIII. — A Piece of a Man ! Wife versus “ Kept Miss." 
Selecting Partners: the bad rule and the good one. Pre-nuptial 
Familiarities. Marie and her “ Husband!” Keep cool. How a 
wife bore a Christ-like Infant! Amativeness, tame and wild,— 
their effedls. Eternal Affinity is infernal nonsense! Why? A 
novel idea of how Eternity may be Passed. An idea of a new and 
better method of divorce. “ Complex Marriage" in Heaven, — a 
curious notion. Why Great Men and Women are often Sensualists. 
Did ever a woman forgive a man’s preference of a Rival. Can 
she?

Ciiap. XIV. — A Penny’s Worth of Wit, and what came of it? 
Diirrty vs. Divinity ! One-sided Love, and-Single-sided Marriage. 
The Piggitude of Husbands” (?) W hat a Sensible Woman said 
about Love-making Men !! Wives Beware! Ho-.v to make Him  
Love Her 11 Denial, — its fruits. The Great Question Direct. 
Its a ns wet! IIovo to Jtakc Her Love Hint 11 Xo Ugly Women. 
All are Beautiful somehovoI All Women Demand Home and 
Homage. Xo one can Seduce a Loving Woman. Why? Poti- 
phar's Wife. Ilow to  Conquer by Stooping. Why a Coarse Per
son can Resist Temptation better than a Fine one. Old Maids! 
Old Bachelors! What Sappho said on Love ; her Poem.

Chap. XV. — The Long-haired Philosophers on Love; Mr. Boar- 
land and Miss Green. Ascent, Descent; a Groat New Truth for 
Wives and Husbands. How the Coarse Feeds upon the Fine,— 
the Stronger on tire Weaker one. Who are Strictly Human, and 
who arc not. Anatomy of several grades of Professional Love-:sts. 
Honcymoonness versus Settlc-downity 1 Definitions: Strength,
Force, Energy, Power, Esteem, Friendship and Passion. Unless
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you love you can't be great, or even good. Ilow to  Reconstruct a 
Wife. Love and the other, — in ancient Pompeii.

Ch a p . XVI. Antagonisms. Stormy Love ; its uses. A Defence 
of Adam,—premier. Who Falls by Love by Love must Rise!! 
Skeletons in People’s Closets,— and our own. Copy-ists. Hero- 
W orship,— its Folly. Why? Anatomization of a Hero 1 Picture 
of a Modern “ Husband! ” Why Lincoln was a great Man. St. 
Peter and Paddy O’Raflerty! What befell an Afhnityist in Same 
Company. J ames F isk , J r . His Love-power and Career. Ilis 
Parentage, Nature, Charafler. The Grand Secret of his wonderful 
Success! What the Feront-e Lady said about Fisk, Vanderbilt, 
Butler and Forney.

C h a p . XVII. — Woman’s Eyes, and how to read them. The 
curious conditions of Winning a Woman. Her rule of Safety,— 
Powerful. The Grand Magnetic Law. The Rule and Law of 
Ruin; also the Rule and law of Right. How a false step photo
graphs itse lf ar.d the P a r ty — in her eye — an Egyptian Secret! 
The distrusts of Love-life, and their causes. The deeper meanings 
of Love! Dcscensive and Asccnsive Passion. “ The mether-ia- 
law Curse.” Admiral Verhuel — the father of Napoleon III. The 
Louisiana Belle and what befell her! The Male and Female 
Worlds distinct. Aew Fact — Woman's rights destroys marriage. 
“  W ho’s been here since I've been gone?” Chemical Love. Se
cret of absolute love-power.

C h a p . XVIII. — “ Spiritual or Mediumislic marriages,” a con- 
cubinic Sham! Madame Gcoigc Sands' Consuclo Love-theory — 
rejected. Personal Earthquakes and Periodic Excesses. True 
Love renders us malaria-proof— Singular Fact! Debauchees and 
the Parasites that attack them ! Why inserts and beasts prefer 
human prey' to al! other — A Straxge axd  vast  discovery 1 
L ust produced bv ax !Mai_cul.e . Another Discovery — and how 
some little worms brought on the War in Europe! How to make 
Home happy!— a new recipe. Want, and what it docs! The 
Seducer’s Wiles. A  Woman’s Story, and a sad one. Tire ist, ad, 
and last grand duty of every husband living.

Ch a p . XIX. — I low meat hurts our souls at times unless properly
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slaughtered — which it seldom is !!  A  fact for Legislation — How 
a wiclced cook m agnetically injures our food. Ethereal a(51 ion of 
Love. A n E x tra o r d in a r y  Love Mystery revealed. How Sloven
liness kills affection! T he Suffrage Problem ." The New Depart
ure. -A bou t Relationship, very curious! Touch! Good women 
get the worst husbands ; Bad men, the worst wives. The general 
mixed-upness. Boy and Girl love. Something for everybody.

Chap. XX. — T he G irl and Bride of the Period. W hat's up? 
W hy Honeymoons turn bitter so quick ly! Curious causes of Fe
male W him s and Oddities. Scarcity of real Friendship. The 
Love Key. T he Seven Devils. The King Passion. Amative 
Love Passion beyond the g rave!! W om an’s Grand Power. Ben 
E li’s M arrowy letter.

Chap. X X I. — Dead-level love. Tiffs and spats. Husbandic 
Rules, which husbands neglect — and pay for doing it. Married 
celibates. Angularities. M ore about Eyes. Bloxdes and Bru
nettes— their relative love-power and value as W ives — A  very 
curious analysis w orth  much to those concerned! /  Black Eyes, 
and the “ De’il.” Blondes resist outicard  pressure better lhar 
Brunettes. Brunettes fall f r o m  within quicker than Blondes. Why 
in both cases. S ingu la r! Astounding theory concerning Brunette! 
Have the)- all Black man’s blood in their veins? The question ant 
its answ er! Blondes love more than one — at one time. Brunette: 
one only, — their Fire-Packed S ou ls! Their relative love ant 
revenge p o w e r! A  Brunette’s love. Its intensity. Blonde-love — 
its superior delicacy. Disadvantages of the Ruddy. Brunette love 
•ScMse-Subduing; Blonde love, Soul-Subduing! Brunettes neve 
vam piral. Blondes are, and a startling fac t! Their relative im 
munitv from varied diseases! A  widow’s and widower’s chances 
of m arriage better than those of single persons! Curious reasons. 
Cotton-Aids. H ow  to w in a true m an! A  “ Case.” Male Vam
pires. L ittle wom en have advantages. W hy? Rcconstrudlion of 
Dead-Loves. H ow ? Loftier Gospel. N ew England Love! Com
parative deaths of the wives of light and dark men. Whose 
children live longest — and W h y !

C ir.\r. XX II. — H ow  we sigh forfhe old loves! Prodigal Wives
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and Husbands. Meddling “ Friends.” Dangers of unrequited 
Love! The Awakening. Never Make your loves Public! Watch
ing a wife — and what came of it!! What befell Mr. Connor-— 
and his trou'sers— while watching his w ife!— The place of sighs! 
— a touching story o f “ Lost Souls.” The “ All-Right" fallacy 
exploded. The Social E v il! — a chapter of which the Author is 
proud — and his readers will be glad.

C h a p . XXITL— Pre-nuptial Deceptions sure to be found out! 
Complaining Marriages. Necessity of loving some one. Disscflion 
of an Atheistic Libertine. The Upper Faith. The Dog Nature. 
Temptation. The True Bill. Bad Marriage-horrors ! The Magic 
Tower of dress. Wife-neglefling husbands. Woman’s love — a 
Toem. Evidences of high civilization from a savage’s point of 
view. A  rebuke to the 19th Century. Ignorant offers, and foolish 
acceptances. Wedded Licenses — Impure brides,— Discovered. 
The Married Rights of Man. What a Turk told the Author about 
Women — New, and very good! How the great are fooled by the 
little. How the best women must act queer and offish at times.—A 
Hard “ Case." No Atheist a full man. Hopes fixed on inappre- 
ciatcs. No man can endure neglect. A powerful fem ale  advantage! 
A powerful male one! Stingy husbands! How husbands can 
rewin the wife’s love! A splendid resort! 1

A story and sermon concerning “ the animlles what went out for 
to fight.” The fight, and what came of it. Singular fa (ft about 
jealousy. “ Only once 1 — that won’t count much!” Won’t it? 
Can a lover trust a woman who deceives her husband? Social 
Brigands — their own worst foes. W hy? A bit of the author’s life 
history. What love is like. Human Responsibility. Vastness of 
the human soul! “ She was all the world to M e:” A Heart 
Poem. No libertine can evoke real Love. Modem Love 1 Sen
sitiveness— its advantages. The seven Points— this alone is worth 
the cost of the book to every woman. Something for wives; do. 
for husbands. “ When her soul’s at work!” The distributive 
Offices of woman’s Being. The human Telegraphic system. Its 
wonders. Sexburg and Sconndrclton. Counterfeit kisses. “ Op
portunity.” T he  rea l  k is s ! I ts meaxikg. G r a n d ! When
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friendships fail! “ Bitter B eer!" Home! Sweet Home! Its 
Joys. “  Like a gentle summer ra in ! ” A  Poem. The twain who 
truly love. Vive L’Amour! Finis.

Y.
TH E FIRST REVELATION OF SEX. LOVE: ITS HID

DEN HISTORY. TW O VOLS. LN ONE. A B ook f o r  

W oman, M an , W iv es , H usbands. T h e  L oving and the 
U nloved . A lso F em a le  B eauty  and P ow er . T heir 
A tt a in m e n t , C u ltu re , and  R e t e n t io n .

11 Hearts? Hearts?
Wlio speaks of breaking Hearts?"

Price, S--5°- Post free.
Of this volume, reprinted from the large oclavo edition, nothing 

need be said; for “ Seventh Edition” tells its own story. It dilTers 
entirely from the preceding work, and covers totally different 
grounds.

CONTENTS.

C h a pter  I. — What is Love? Reply— All of us bom with a 
certain amount of Love in 11s. Passion is not love, but love is 
Passion! “ Free Love" Infernalisms. Life and Love a desperate 
game. True Love and its counterfeits. Prudery. Why young 
girls “ Fall.” Magnetic Love. Why the wedded disagree — a 
curious cause— and unsuspected ! A bortionists — the infamous 
tribe Love’s Hidden Mysteries. The TEN great Rules and Laws 
thereof! She sloops to conquer! Dress — Silence — as Powers of 
Love. Vampires life-teachers. Soul-dcvourcrs. Test of True 
Love. Jealousy. Suspicion. When woman is divine, and how to 
make her so.

C h a p . II. — The wife’s great fault and oversight. Adultery. 
The kiss. A  woman’s idea of Love. Doggish husbands. Blind 
Tom and the Monkey boy. Love an Element. Why she “ can’t 
bear h im !" Why he “ hates h e r!"  Divorce. “ Spirit-medium” 
frauds. “  Love powders.” “ Dragon’s blood.” The Heart Song-
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Barn-yard Love Philosophers. “ Pvc fallen — again 1” Passion in 
Men and Women. Song of the Forsaken. Laughing Scandal. 
Sunshine. Sugar-life.

Ch a p . III. — Perverted Magnetisms. Magnetic Poisons. Uter-O O
ine diseases ; undreamed-of causes of such. Complaints of women. 
Vulgar natures. Love dependent on victuals and drink. The 
Song of Wedded Misery. Vicarious Love—Wretchedness. Real 
Marriage— What it is, and is not! Meddling People. Love-song 
of the Soul!

Chap. IV. — Power of words—-A  startling truth. A m ; the 
supreme joy of life. Curious, hut true !—- Oxygen! 1 — a Love 
creator! The two Babies. A  sad. sad story. Nellie and the flick
ering candle. Consumption. AfTcftion ; Love ; the difference be
tween. Love and provender! The secret sin ! The Proper Study 
of Mankind is — Woman 1

C h a p . V. — Origins of the Black, Red, and White races. Dif
ferences between the Sexes. “ Blue Pill for Breaking Hearts.” 
Unwelcome Love no Love at all. Forced attentions and other 
Poisons. Dark people healthier than light ones. W hy? Modern 
marriage not a Bed of Roses. Why? The wonders of a woman. 
Nuts for married people. False Divorce. Helplessness of woman. 
Men of lofty soul love simple women hest. Why? AiTtunl Mar
riage means reciprocatcness. Why a woman who bears a child by 
a dark man can never thereafter bear a light one. Transfusion. 
Temptation — and how to resist it. Magnetism. Mingling.

C h a p . VI. — IIow to win a husband’s love. The Three Oriental 
Love Secrets. An excellent, but strange, revelation. Magnetic 
Will and Love Power. Love Starvation—and how to cure it! 
The Seven Rules for husbands — good ones to the wise. Mrs. 
Grundy. Free will. John and Sally. “ Animality.” The other 
side. -  Tides of Passion and Love. The Social Evil. “ W hen.it is 
dark” — a mournful'tale. Incompatibility. Why relations hate 
each other. Physical basis of human love. Seven Laws of Love. 
Vampires. The author’s experience. Why he loves a pretty 
woman. When the Sultan goes to Ispahan! " Funny, but danger
ous.
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C h a p . VII. Woman is Love Incarnate, only men don’t realize it 
Dimity versus Divinity. Hearts for sale! Woman fails to know 
her Power. Love, an Art. The Magic Ring — very strange. The 
Love-cure. Mother-in-law — the trouble they make. Once in a 
whilish love of husbands. Lola Montez. The Christ-imaged child. 
Wonderful law. Love-storms, gales, tempests. IIow to subdue 
wild husbands. Woman’s second attack wins, and why.

Ch a p . VIII. — Love not to be forced on cither side. What Leon 
Gozlan said about women. ‘‘ Infernal fol-de-rolisins," “ Le^al"' O
violence I How Love-matches are broken ofT. The Lesson it 
teaches. The French “ Girl’s ” curious Prayer. Beauty; its laws. 
Insanity. An invaluable Chapter on the arts and means of increas
ing Female Beauty ; translated from the French of Dr. Cazenavc. 
Special instru<flions for beautifying the skin, hair, eyes, teeth, — in 
short, the Perfect Adornment of Women.

Ch a p . IX. — Good-Humor. Home. The true life. Heart ver
sus Brain. The Woman condemned to be strangled, and how she 
was saved. The three Lessons. A latter-day Sermon — Text: 
“ Jordan is a hard road to travel.” The Castaways. Singular. 
Magdalen. Scandal and Gossip. What Echo said. The Baby 
World. A  thrilling Sermon by a reformed Prize Fighter. A 
splendid Poem — Swinburn.

C h a p . X. “  Eternal .Vlinityism,” and Church-ortion. Honey
moons versus sour Syrup. Marriage in 1790. One happy man; 
the curious reason why. “ Doctors." Science — a wonderful case 
of its mighty Power. Cyprians not all bad or lost. Why? Mono
gamy and Amative Stimulants. The finest race upon tne Planet. 
Propagation of Heroes— how it is accomplished 3 The Eye as an 
Index of Character — Gray, Blue, H a/el, Black eyes. The Laugh- 
cure in a new phase. Matrimonial career. Gossiping. Healthy 
Love. Sex In Nature. Marriage of Light and Matter. Music is 
Sexive. Three classes of Women. Whom not to Wed.

C h a p . X I.— Married Celibates. Friendliness. Fretting. “ I.ip- 
Salvc.” Boston. Philosophy— Soul-Marriage I A  Fashionable 
Lady's Prayer. Prayer o f. the Girl of the Period. Hottentot's
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Heaven. Voudoo John, and Female Subjugation by Black-magic 
Arts. Breastless Ladies. How Wives are Poisoned 1 

Ch a p . XII. — The Fountain of Love. How to remedy vital 
exhaustion. What to eat to gain Love-Power. Power of a Loving 
Woman. Her child. Excess. Promiscuous “ Love.” “ When 
Sweetness reigns in Woman !" A  half man ; and how to pick him 
out Ankles. Genius and Wedlock. Why the Talents are gener
ally Wretched in the Marriage State. Singular fa<Ss, and Singular 
Faults in Women. Bitter Experience. A Singular Paper upon 
Incest. Non-reciprocation— and its cause — and cure. Childless 
Couples— Causes — Cure. Fault-finding. Jealousy; its cause and 
cure. The Rule and Law of Human Power, or Genius.

The book also contains special articles concerning why wives 
hate their husbands. Singular causes of wedded misery, and its 
cure. A hint to mothers. Hint to unloved wives. Gusty Love. 
When woman has most conquering power. The stormy life. The 
magnetic attack. Sex and passion after we arc dead. Old-maid- 
hood, and how to avoid it 1

V L

THE MYSTERIES O F TH E MAGNETIC UNIVERSE. 
S eekshxp. N e w  E ditio x . A  wonderful series o f  discoveries 
for self-development in  all branches o f Clairvoyance, including 
the astonishing agency of MAGIC M IRRORS; and how to 
use them.

CONTENTS. — P art I.

Somnambulistic lucidity. Genuine clairvoyance a natural birth
right. Two sources of light, astral and magnetic. Why mes
merists fail to produce clairvoyance in their “ subjects.” Vinegared 
water, magnets and trmflors as agents in its production. Specific 
rules. Clairvoyance is not spiritualism. The false and the true. 
Psychometry and intuition arc not clairvoyance. Mesmeric circles. 
Eight hinds of Clairvoyance! Mesmeric coma and  magnetic 
trance. The difference. Effect of lung power. Effect of amative 
passion on the seer. Dangers to women who are mesmerized. 
Oriental, European, and American methods. The mirror of ink.
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How to mesmerize by a common looking-glass. The insulated 
stool. The eleiflric or magnetic battery. The bar magnet. The 
horse-shoe magnet. Phantasmata, Cbemism. Why “ Spirits” are 
said to take subjects away from magnetizers. Curious. Black 
Magic. Voudoo ( “ Hoodoo” ) spells, charms, proje&s. Very 
Strange! “ Love Powders.” The sham, and the terrible dangers 
of the real. How they are fabricated. Astounding disclosures 
concerning Voudooism in Tennessee. Proofs. The cock, the 
conches, the triangle, the herbs, (he test, the spell, the efled, the 
wonderful result. White science baffled by black magic. Mrs. A., 
the Doctor, and the Voudoo Chief. Explanation of the mystery. 
The degrees of Clairvoyance, and how to reach them. The road to 
power, love, and money. Self-mesmerism. Mesmerism in ancient 
Egypt, Syria, Chaldea, Nineveh, and Babylon thousands of years 
ago. Testimony of Lepsius, Botta, Rawlings, Horner, Bunsen, 
Champollion, and Marictte. The Phantorama. Advice to seekers 
ifter Seership.

P A R T  I I .—-T h e  M agnetic  M irror  and its U ses.

Dr. Dee and his magic mirror. Strange things seen in it. Not ao o o
spiritual juggle. George Sand. The Count St. Germain, and the 
Magic Mirror or Spirit-Seeing glass. Jewels used for the same 
purposes. ■ Hargrave Jennings (the Rosicrucian), On fire. Curious 
things of the outside world, and divine illumination. Cagliostro, 
and his Magic Mirror. Frederick the Great Crystal-seeing Count. 
American Mirror Seers. Dr. Randolph, in April, ’69, predicts the 
Gold panic of September. Its literal fulfilment. Business men use 
mirrors to forestall the markets. Their singular magic. Better ando o
more effective than animal magnetism. Why. Extraordinary 
method of holding a psycho-vision steady as a picture. Two kinds 
of mirrors. Crystals. The pictures seen in a magic mirror are 
not on or in, but above it. Dangers of “ Spirit control.” Fadts. 
Theory. Constructors of magic mirrors. Failures. Success. 
Chemistry of mirrors. The Life of Dream, and the Street of 
Chances. The Past, Present, and Future arc actually now, because 
there can be no future to Omniscience. The future embosomed in
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the Etljer, and he who can penetrate that can scan unborn events in 
the womb of coming time. It can be done, is done, and will be by 
all who have the right sense. Sir David Brewster, Salvertc, Iarnbli- 
chus, and Damascius. A magic mirror stance extraordinary. The 
Emperor Basil’s son is brought to his father in a magic glass by 
Theodore Santa Baron. Mr. Roscoe’s account of a strange adven
ture of Benvenuto Bellini. What death really is. A  tiew theory I 
The phantasmagoria of real things. Absorption. Its use and 
meaning. Platonic theory of vision. Theory of spiritual sight. 
Magic and magnetic, one and the same. Statement of the seven 
magnetic laws of Love. The blonde wife rewins her straying 
brunette husband from a brunette rival — from a blonde rival. 
Polaritcs. Caressive love. The antngonal polar law of Jove. 
Backthrown love. A  singular principle. Egyptians. Magic 
mirrors. Mrs. Pool and Mr. Lane's testimony. IIow  a maiden 
discovers a lover — a rival — a wrong-doer. Awful magnetic power 
of an injured woman’s “ magnetic prayer.” Oriental widow finds 
a husband — having seen him — never having seen him. “ The 
Master Passion.” “ After death." Rules and laws of magic mir
rors. IIow to clean and charge them magnetically. The Grand 
Master, De Nova!is. The celebrated “ Trinius” Japanese magic 
crystal globe of San Francisco, Cal.

The price of this work has been fixed at dollars. It is the
only work on the subject now extant in the English language, and 
incontestably excels cither the French, German, Arabic, Syriac, 
Hindostance, or the Chaldaic treatises upon the same topic, and is, 
probably, the fullest and most perfect compilation and exposition of 
tlte prlncipia of the sublime science ever penned. A work of tills 
extraordinary charaflcr is, indeed, rare. It can only be had direft 
from my office.

Yir. .
The w h o le , instead of a part, of the quite Extraordinary ANSAI- 

RETIC MYSTERY — the fourth Rosicrucian Revelation Concern
ing Human Sex, and, as thousands can testify, the most astounding 
that has ever yet appeared anywhere on earth; and while there is
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not a word or line or suggestion in it, or in the third Revelation, 
that favors anything that could make an angel blush, yet they go to 
the very foot of the subject. Said a celebrated agitator, on hearing 
a portion of them read: “ W hat do you charge for that astonishing 
writing?” alluding to about one-fifth of the whole. “ Five dollars; 
ns it is hard work to write it out.” “ Five dollars I Why, it is worth 
$500 to any one on earth with an ounce of brains, or a thrill of 
Man or Womanhood left in them !” Well, I  looked up the Orien
tal MSS., and copies can be had of me, and if the mighty tilings 
therein — things not even dreamed of in these cold, prmflical lands — 
are not found to be worth ten times the sum, then the sublimest 
secrets the world ever held must wait another ccntuiy for apprecia
tive souls.

To those whose orders hereafter reach $5 at one time, a fine like
ness of the author, by Poole, of Nashville, Tenn., will be sent as a 
premium, and the Ansairctic Mystery will be  given gretis, and 
without any charge whatever, lu t  only taken requested in letter o f  
remittance with return stamps.

Address this Publishing House, Toledo, Ohio.

TH E CURIOUS LIFE  OF P. B. RANDOLPH 1 « The Man 
with Two Souls!” — A Revelation of the Rosicnician Secrets 1 The 
Oath! Their Initiation! Strange Theories — Very. His Birth, 
Blood, Education, Adventures, Secret of his Power! His Glory 
and Their Shame 1 The Scandal and Sensation 1

Part I. The Bright Side. W hat the People say.
Part H. The Ordeal. The Accusation. His Experience. Be

hind the Bars. He !o.! -s all he has made in a Life-time 1
Part III. The Charge and Trial! The Witnesses. Curious 

Testimony. Speeches of the Attorney against Randolph, and Scl- 
den’s, the Free-Love Champion.— A Caution to Masons, Odd-Fcl- 
lows, and other Secret Societies. (See Part 3.) Randolph's De
fence, and Address to the Jury. He makes a Clean Exposfi of the 
Whole Thing! These three masterly efforts arc undoubtedly the
strongest and ablest ever delivered Tor and against Free Love.

\
The Verdiifl 1 Startling Disclosures! “ The Mysteries and Miser-
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ics of Love." Talk about Novels and Romances! Why they are 
tame nothings beside this man’s life and career. It reads like a 
romance. The strange oatlis of the Rosicmcians regarding all 
females. Extraordinary comparison between Agapism and Frce- 
Lovc! The Rosecross initiation,—-'Vhc officiating girls— and what 
they do. “ Doclor” BAY and his “ BU G ” theory! “ When the 
Band Begins to P lay! ” What was said concerning Randolph’s 
Book about Love and Women, Affection,' the Sexes, Atir.-wflions, 
Vampirisms, Infatuations, Friendship, Passion, Beauty, Heart, 
Soul, Lost Love, Dead Aflcflion, and its resurredtive law, True and 
False Marriage. \

One of the first w riters in the country, when askedhis opinion of 
the MSS. from which it was printed exclaimed : “ AllyI can say to 
the people of America is Buy the Book ! Price only ! 3nd
that will tell the whole strange story!”
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erer, (1*. 1». Randolph-, -M. D .,) is now. preparing a superlatively 
line article of P ijo tozone, Ciii.«iu vi.r.E, and' Eccixa Coiidi.vl; 

■ the three finest and best remedial Sgents in ' the tfor.u>, for die 
I cine of all diseases of the Brain, Kidneys, .Nervous Diseases, 
! Magnetic Depletion and Exhaustion, and all complaints and weak- 
; ness stibtendingTnsauity, Rright's Disease, Female Derangements, 
i Sterility, Barrenness/Im potentia, Loss of Mentnf, .Cerebral and

r , V.*
Physical Stamina, from any and all causes,' Brain Softenin'"-, etc.

. '1’liere is no question as to the'superiority of these agents, which 
arc dementi, n o t . patent medicines. Wc ship these remedial 
agents to England, China, Australia; E gypt Turkey, Cnba, in 
fact.' all over the world!—for no_ preparations yet discovered 
through- medical chemistry cau.'at all approach them in direct and 

' permanent curative effect upon the Nervo-Vital. 'Cerebral and 
• tlenerative system of human kiud. A s tonic; and uivitnorants, for 
‘ such as need recuperation from Excess, menial and physical,\  • * * f * *. * '

nothinrj can compare with them an instant
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